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FLORENCE, KY, MAIN STREET ZONING STUDY 2021 UPDATE 
 

1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

The Florence Main Street (FMS) District consists of an eclectic mix of buildings dating from the 

1840s to the 2000s with a range of uses, building types, and architectural styles.  The core of 

pre-1960 structures in Stringtown, as the area was once called, is complemented by later 

buildings that provide context and reflect the history of Florence Main Street’s development 

over time.  The FMS District and associated development and design standards were created in 

1994 and codified as Article 23 in the Boone County Zoning Regulations.  See Appendix A for a 

more detailed discussion of the district’s history and related initiatives. 

After 25 years of development under the 1994 FMS zoning, the City determined that an update 

was appropriate and retained three consulting firms to address key issues.  Sullebarger 

Associates updated the historic architectural survey along Main Street and completed 

additional survey work in adjacent areas.  Yard & Company and Calfee Zoning, in conjunction 

with a committee of Boone County Planning Commission (BCPC) staff, City staff, and 

architectural-engineering professionals, reviewed and analyzed the 1994 FMS zoning and 

subsequent impact.  These initiatives identified several objectives: 

 Update Article 23 text and the zoning map in the zoning regulations 

 Expand the FMS and Special Sign districts to include blocks to the north and south 

 Create user-friendly development standards and design requirements 

 Revise and streamline the review process to emphasize standards over procedure 

 Implement standards that promote an active, walkable, mixed-use district 

The intent of these updated standards and review process is to preserve and protect the 

existing character of the businesses and residences found along Main Street in Florence, 

Kentucky, and to promote their continued vitality.  Florence Main Street affords the 

opportunity to create a strong community identity and pedestrian environment; therefore, the 

zoning should encourage and promote this type of development.  The purpose of this zoning 

district is to (1) provide a mixing of commercial, professional and residential uses, (2) establish, 

protect and promote neighborhood and community identity, (3) establish a more urban 

character that provides needed community services, (4) promote and protect pedestrian 

activity, and (5) establish and maintain the district as an authentic 24-hour daily destination. 

 

The variety of land uses and authenticity found on Main Street cannot be practically 

accommodated by the other existing basic zoning districts established. Therefore, this 

document promotes more flexibility and mixing of uses essential to maintaining the vitality, 

viability, and character of Main Street. 
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2. ZONING MAP UPDATE 

The original boundaries included in the 1994 Florence Main Street Study, and the proposed 

new boundaries of the Florence Main Street (FMS) district, are shown on Figure 1.  The present 

district includes 56 parcels on 49.3 acres, most of which contribute to the district’s historic 

character under current National Park Service (NPS) guidelines.  The proposed expansion 

Figure 1. Existing and Proposed FMS Boundaries 
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includes 71 additional parcels along approximately 10 blocks (28.3 acres) on Main Street, Youell 

Street, Girard Street, Shelby  

Street, Montgomery Street, and portions of Banklick Street, Center Street, Dortha Avenue, and 

Dixie Highway.  All of the additional properties are currently zoned Commercial Two (C-2); most 

uses are commercial, 

including numerous 

businesses operating in 

formerly residential 

structures.  Table 1 

compares acreages by 

existing land use of the 

current 49.3-acre FMS 

District and proposed 

expanded 77.6-acre FMS 

District 

 

3. REVIEW PROCESS 
 

Application for and approval of a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) is the basis of the review 

process in the FMS District.  A pre-application meeting between applicants and Planning 

Commission staff is a requirement of the application process. 

 

Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) 

An application for a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) is required to be filed in conjunction 

with the procedures required in Article 30, Site Plan Review, and Article 31, Supplemental 

Performance Standards, of the Boone County Zoning Regulations for any property located 

within the FMS District on which a building is proposed to be erected, altered, expanded, or 

demolished.  A COA is not required for interior alterations to an existing building. 

 

All applications for a COA shall include a pre-application meeting with BCPC staff.  The 

designated BCPC staff member will determine whether a Zoning Permit or Site Plan application 

is required.  Compliance with the Site Design requirements shall be determined through the 

applicable Site Plan process as required by Article 30 of the Boone County Zoning Regulations.   

The Zoning Permit (or Site Plan) and applications shall be submitted concurrently.  Seven (7) 

sets of full size architectural elevations, one (1) letter or legal size set of architectural elevations 

and color rendering, material samples or product literature, and sufficient design details which 

TABLE 1: FMS DISTRICT ACREAGE BY EXISTING (2019) LAND USE 

LAND USE (IN ACRES) EXIST PROP TOTAL 

COMMERCIAL (C) 14.6 15.5 34.1 

PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL (P) 10.0 0.5 10.5 

RECREATIONAL (R) 10.1 0 10.1 

SUBURBAN DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (SR) 1.1 7.3 8.4 

TRANSPORTATION (T) 4.3 0.9 5.2 

URBAN DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (UD) 7.7 0 7.7 

WOODLAND (W) 1.6 0 1.6 

TOTAL 49.3 28.3 77.6 
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demonstrate compliance with these requirements shall be submitted as part of the application.  

Architectural plans shall be stamped or sealed by a registered architect licensed by the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky.  Approval of applications shall be based on compliance with the 

Development Standards and Design Requirements established specifically for the FMA District.  

A COA is not required for ordinary maintenance and repairs intended to correct deterioration, 

and where no change is made to the appearance of the building or grounds.  See Table 2 for 

ordinary maintenance and repairs not requiring a COA. 

 

The designated BCPC staff member shall not deny any application made for a COA, but if unable 

to approve, shall forward the application to the Zoning Administrator who has the authority to 

approve or deny the submitted application.  The action of the Zoning Administrator shall be 

based on compliance with the Design Review Guidelines and the intent and purpose as stated 

in this document.  In the case of a denial of the COA, an appeal can be filed within 30 days of 

the denial action to the Florence Board of Adjustment and Zoning Appeals (FBOA).  New 

building construction (excluding additions to existing structures) and demolitions of existing 

structures cannot receive a COA from the designated Boone County Planning Commission staff 

member and will require approval by the Zoning Administrator (see Sections 7 and 8).   Site Plan 

approval and/or Zoning Permit approval shall only be issued after approval of a COA. 

 

 

TABLE 2. ORDINARY MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS NOT REQUIRING COA 

BUILDING MAINTENANCE/REPAIRS 

Interior changes not impacting exterior appearance 

Repainting with the same color 

Caulking, weather-stripping, reglazing windows 

Replacing window glass, as long as window shape or style are not altered 

Small surface repairs, such as deteriorated siding, porch flooring or steps, or roofing material 

as long as replacements match the existing in materials, design, and color 

Replacement of gutters and downspouts, or existing roof ventilators on rear slopes, as long 

as the shape and color matches the original element in materials, design, and color 

Repair or replacement of exterior mechanical equipment (e.g., HVAC), providing there is no 

change to appearance of the building 

Installation of house numbers or mailboxes compatible with the original 

SITE MAINTENANCE/REPAIRS 

Minor landscaping unless the entire yard or site is being replanted 

Repairs to fences, walks, and driveways as long as replacement materials match the existing 

or original materials, details, and color 

Repair of yard or house lighting 
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4. DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 

 

PRINCIPALLY PERMITTED USES 
1. Grocery stores and supermarkets, retail sale of meat, fish, dairy and poultry products, 

bakery, produce and specialty foods; 

2. Professional services and professional offices to include legal, engineering, real estate, 

insurance, accounting, financial, travel agencies and similar type uses; 

3. Design services and offices to include architectural design, fashion design, graphic 

design, interior design, industrial design, landscape architecture, product development, 

software development, urban design, and similar type uses; 

4. Studios and coworking spaces for arts and services specified in 2 and 3 above and also 

artists, musicians, photographers, music and dance studios/schools; 

5. Live/work units; 

6. Florists excluding greenhouses; 

7. Postal services and packaging services provided the use is essential for pick-up and 
delivery convenience and not storage or transfer activities more appropriate to an 
employment district; 

8. Medical, dental or optical clinics; 
9. Beauty and barber services and tanning salons; 
10. Day care centers; 
11. Antiques, art, craft and hobby supplies and products, gifts and novelties; 
12. Apparel stores, department stores, general merchandise, shoe stores, specialty clothing 

or boutiques and other apparel retail trade; 
13. Eating and drinking places including alcoholic beverages that provide entertainment, but 

excluding drive-through facilities; 
14. Household electronic sales; 
15. Churches, synagogues, temples and other places of religious assembly for worship; 
16. Bed and breakfast inns with up to four guest rooms; 
17. Detached single-family, duplex, townhouse, apartments, condominium and 

landominium dwelling units; 
18. Art, music and dancing schools, libraries and museums; 
19. Motion picture theaters, play houses, puppet shows (indoor); 
20. Recreations centers, gymnasiums, parks, clubs and similar athletic uses; 
21. Professional schools and special training and schooling facilities; 
22. Sporting goods including bicycles; 
23. Draperies, curtains, upholstery and floor coverings, furniture sales and repair; 
24. Books, stationery, newspapers, magazines, related media, greeting cards and party 

supplies; 
25. Hardware, paint, glass and wallpaper stores; 
26. Banks and financial institutions (excluding drive-through facilities); 
27. Dry cleaning services, shoe repair, and tailoring; 
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28. Elderly housing facilities and nursing homes; 
29. Jewelry stores; 

30. Body-art services; 

31. Short term rentals. 

 

ACCESSORY USES 
1. Accessory uses for a dwelling unit: 

a. private garages; 
b. structures such as fences and walls; 
c. buildings such as storage sheds, private greenhouses and gazebos; 
d. private swimming pool, sauna, bath house and similar accessories; 
e. keeping of household pets; 

2. Parking located in the side or rear of the lot (See Article 33); 
3. Temporary buildings incidental to construction; 
4. Play lots and tot lots; 
5. Signage (See Article 34); 
6. Automatic teller services; 
7. Outside storage, display, loading, uncrating or unpacking areas which are an integral 
function of a permitted use and do not create outside spaces which will tend to enlarge or 
overpower the activities of permitted uses, and which are conducted in accordance with 
Section 3154; 
8. Recycling collection containers; 
9. Small-batch manufacturing (brewing, distilling, bakeries, ice cream/candy, artisanal 
workshops or studios); 
10. Mobile food vending vehicles; 
11. Accessory dwelling units. 

 

CONDITIONAL USES 
The following uses and appropriate accessories are subject to the approval and qualifications of 
the Board of Adjustments and Zoning Appeals provided: a) the activity is an integral and 
subordinate function of a permitted use, and functions to preserve and protect the existing 
character of businesses and residences found along Main Street; b) the activity will further add 
to, not detract from, the creation of a compact, multi-purpose and pedestrian oriented 
environment; c) the arrangement of use, building, or structure is compatible with the 
arrangement or organization of permitted and accessory uses which are to be protected in the 
district; 

1. Bed and breakfast inns and hotels with more than four guest rooms; 
2. Horse related uses, including riding and boarding stables, as defined by KRS 100.111 

(2)(c). 
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MINIMUM STANDARDS 
The mixing of uses, such as residential, retail and office uses is permitted within the FMS 
District. The mixing of uses can occur within one building or within multiple buildings located on 
the same property.  However, retail, dining, and office uses should be located on the ground 
floor of mixed use buildings with residential in the rear or upper levels. 
 
1. Minimum Lot Sizes – none required 
2. Minimum Lot Frontage – none required 
3. Height Standards – 4 story maximum 
4. Yard Standards – existing buildings located further than 10 feet from the front property line 
will be permitted to construct an addition which is consistent with the existing building setback 

 Front – 10 feet maximum 

 Side – None required 

 Corner Side – None required 

 Rear – 20 feet required when a non-residential use adjoins an existing residential use 
 

BUILDING TYPOLOGY 
To allow flexibility while maintaining a traditional Main Street character and encouraging mixed 
uses, building form is emphasized over use in the FMS District.  This section presents the 
standards for building types permitted within the district in graphic form.  Each type is also 
briefly described and illustrated with photos of representative examples.  Use descriptions are 
illustrative of ways buildings could be used.  New construction shall follow a defined type.  
Additions and modifications to existing buildings should follow the standards for the closest 
corresponding type. 
 

SMALL HOUSE  Small single-unit principal structure on a small lot that may have office or 

commercial uses (see below examples).  Usually a small footprint building on a small lot with 
minimal setbacks, less than 2 stories high with a gabled roof and front stoop/porch. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

LARGE HOUSE  Larger principal structure on a medium to large lot that may have 2 or more 

dwelling units, office, commercial or mixed uses.  Usually a moderate footprint building on a 
larger lot with deeper setback, at least 2 stories high with gabled roof and front porch. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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MULTI-PLEX  Multi-unit, multi-story, residential structure with a minimum of 4 units that may 

have ground floor storefronts.  This type includes multi-unit residential developments of all 
sizes within the district.  Typically at least 2 stories with minimal setback, flat roof, horizontal 
windows and prominent entrance. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MAIN STREET MIXED USE  Medium to large structure, typically attached, intended to 

provide mixed uses with ground level retail or service uses and upper floor services or 
residential.  At least 2 (often differentiated) stories with a flat or parapet roof and vertical 
emphasis, including windows.  This type is suited to the central part of the district including 
Main Street frontages and the blocks to the north along Shelby and Girard streets shown on 
Figure 2 – Main Street Multi-Use Building Type Area). 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Figure 2. Main Street Mixed-Use Building Type Area 
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CIVIC Small to large principal structure typically for public uses such as government, churches, 

libraries and schools.  Variable lot size and includes a broad range of building sizes/styles, 
frequently with a grand entrance and/or landscaped approach. 

 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FLEX Medium to larger principal structure, usually detached, 1–3 stories tall on a large lot with 

parking.  Buildings forms are typically boxy with flat or low pitched roofs.  They may be single 
use or mixed use with a vertical mix of uses such as ground-floor industrial, service, or retail 
uses and upper-floor service or residential uses.  This type includes 1 story commercial buildings 
on Dixie Highway as well as single and mixed use multi-story buildings on Main Street. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CARRIAGE HOUSE  A detached accessory structure at the rear of a lot that may be 

residential, home office, small commercial, mixed use or accessory to such functions.  They 
usually echo the principal structure in both form and style. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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FENCING 
Fencing should be compatible with the design and material of the building and block.  
Generally, cast iron fences, dark architectural steel or milled wood “picket” style fences are 
most appropriate for front yards.  Aside from the specific requirements noted below, Boone 
County Zoning Regulations Section 3655 shall be followed: 

1. Chain link, plastic, PVC, split rail and other “rustic” look wood, unmilled dimensional 
lumber, and similar materials are not permitted 

2. Fences shall be no less than 50% open or transparent 
3. Fences and site walls up to 42” are permitted in front yards.  Fences or walls over 42” 

may be permitted for an enclosed courtyard. 
 

LANDSCAPING 
See Boone County Zoning Regulations Article 36 for landscaping requirements. 
 

PARKING REQUIREMENTS 
Parking requirements in the FMS shall be in accordance with Section 3325 of the Boone County 

Zoning Regulations, with the differences to required minimums listed below.  Joint Use 

agreements per Section 3320 are strongly encouraged.  

1. Residential uses: 2 spaces per multi-bedroom units; 1.5 spaces for 1 bedroom or studio 
units 

2. Non-residential uses: 
a. Lodging: 1 space per unit 
b. Office: 1 space per 500 square feet of Gross Floor Area (GFA) 
c. Retail: 1 space per 500 GFA 
d. Civic/Theater/Auditoriums/Churches: 1 space per 5 seats of assembly use 
e. Eating and Drinking Establishments: 1 space per every 4 seats, no requirement 

for outdoor seating 
3. Non-residential uses within 650 feet of a municipal parking lot shall qualify for a ten 

percent (10%) reduction in required parking 
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5. SIGNAGE 

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR SIGNS 
Signs located in the FMS District shall be in accordance with Article 34 of the Boone County 
Zoning Regulations, the Design Requirements in Section 7, and those below.  The Design 
Requirements illustrate the proper location, type and size of building mounted, projecting, 
window, canopy, monument, and free-standing signs that can be erected within the FMS 
District. 
 

1. The size of building mounted signs shall not exceed one (1) square foot of sign area per 
lineal foot of building width for the elevation upon which the sign is to be mounted, or 
in multi-tenant buildings, the width of the portion of the building frontage occupied by 
an individual business.  Individual building mounted signs shall not exceed 32 square 
feet in size. 
 

2. Projecting signs cannot project more than four (4) feet into the right of way and the 
bottom of the sign shall be located a minimum of ten (10) feet above the ground.  The 
maximum permitted size for a projecting size will be 16 square feet. 
 

3. Changeable copy signs, manual or electronic, shall be prohibited. 
 

4. Single tenant buildings will be permitted a density of one building mounted and/or 
projecting sign per building frontage up to a maximum of three (3) signs of either type 
within the allowed square footage. 
 

5. Multiple tenant buildings will be permitted one building mounted or projecting sign per 
building façade (3 façades maximum).  The allowed area of each sign shall be calculated 
by the building frontage occupied by the individual business. 
 

6. Window signage will be permitted (in addition to building mounted and projecting signs 
per 4 and 5 above) and shall be included as part of the allowed maximum sign area for a 
building mounted sign.  Window signage shall not cover more than 25% of the window 
on which it is located. 
 

7. Attached canopy and awning signs will be permitted on all three (3) sides of the canopy.  
The size of each sign will be determined by the canopy upon which the sign is mounted 
and not the building width.  No building mounted or projecting sign will be permitted on 
the building façade where a canopy sign is located. 
 

8. Architectural free standing and monument signs, where permitted according to the 
Building Typology, are limited to one per site and shall not exceed eight (8) feet in 
height above ground level and 32 square feet in size.  Architectural free standing and 
monument signs shall be set in a landscaped area.  In addition, architectural free 
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standing and monument signs shall be located out of all public rights of way and shall 
not obstruct driver visibility. 
 

9. A-Frame signs will be permitted but shall not exceed eight (8) square feet in size.  One 
sign shall be permitted per building entrance and can be located on the public sidewalk 
next to the building.  The sign shall not be located in such a way as to obstruct 
movement along the sidewalk or driver visibility.  The sign shall be removed at the close 
of business each day. 
 

10. Murals shall require the approval of the City of Florence and may not be placed on the 
primary facades of a historic building or previously unpainted brick walls of a historic 
building. 

 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR SIGNS 

Signs shall be compatible with the design of the buildings and not obscure any architectural 
details or features.  Regardless of type, (building mounted, projecting, freestanding, etc.) 
signage shall be of a size proportionate to the building.  Examples of appropriate signs which 
illustrate the FMS District sign requirements are shown on the following pages.  Others can be 
found in Section 2.6.2 of the Florence Main Street Activation Guide and Zoning Standards.  Also 
see Preservation Brief 25. 
 

1. Where present, existing historic signs such as those painted on walls should be 
preserved and sensitively restored without making them look like new. 
 

2. Signs shall be of a design and include materials that are compatible with the 
architectural design, form, scale, and exterior materials of the principal structure and 
scale and design of a small town “main street” pedestrian environment. 
 

3. Durable materials used historically in the district and modern materials such as 
urethane board that appear similar to historic materials are encouraged.  Rough, 
unfinished surfaces, plastic and glossy materials, and pressure-treated wood are not 
appropriate.  Pin mounted metal lettering is allowed.  Individually mounted plastic 
letters are not permitted.  
 

4. Signs and support structures shall not damage or obscure significant architectural 
features of a building, including window/door frames, cornices, molding, or other 
ornamental feature. 
 

5. Signs and their support structures must be able to be removed in the future without 
leaving evidence such as damaged surfaces or altered original materials or details. 
 

6. Sign colors and lettering shall be compatible with the principal structure.  Florescent, 
neon and reflective paints and materials are not permitted. 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/25-signs.htm
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7. Projecting signs shall be of wood or metal construction. 

 

8. Sheet metal, flat board or plexi-glass cabinet type signs are not permitted building 
mounted designs.  
 

9. Metal-framed canvas awnings are appropriate for most buildings in the FMS; metal 
awnings may be acceptable on some existing mid-20th Century buildings and new 
construction.  Firmly structured awnings with an “inflated” or plastic appearance shall 
not be used. 
 

10. Sign lighting should be indirect and sufficient to allow identification without detracting 
from the surrounding area. 
 

11. Internally lit signs and neon sign elements are permitted only for the Multi-Plex, Flex, 
and Main Street Mixed Use building types. 

 
 
EXAMPLES OF SIGNAGE APPROPRIATE IN THE FMS DISTRICT 

  

BUILDING MOUNTED SIGN – NOTE LIGHTING BUILDING MOUNTED DIRECTORY SIGN 
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PROJECTING SIGN 

 

 PROJECTING DIRECTORY SIGN 

 

AWNING SIGN 
AWNING SIGNS 

WINDOW & AWNING SIGNAGE WINDOW & AWNING SIGNAGE 
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FREE-STANDING POST SIGN 

FREE-STANDING SIGN 

PROJECTING AND LIGHTED BUILDING MOUNTED SIGN 

BACKLIT PROJECTING SIGN WINDOW SIGN WITH OVER 25% COVERAGE  
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6. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

 

The purpose of the Design Review Requirements for Florence Main Street, to be implemented 
in conjunction with the zoning district, is to provide a unified direction for proposed alterations 
to existing buildings and new construction within the zoning district.  Their intent is to maintain 
the eclectic historic character of Main Street in terms of scale, rhythm, and massing without 
recreating a particular historical time period or architectural style.  They are also designed to 
help make Main Street a pleasant, accessible,  and authentic place for residents, visitors and 
business owners.  These requirements shall serve as an advisory tool for property owners 
contemplating changes to their buildings, or planning new construction.  They also provide 
standards on which reviewers shall base decisions.  All exterior alterations (except those noted 
in the guidelines), additions, demolitions, or new construction within the study area are 
required to obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) for the proposed work. 
 
These  requirements  supersede  the  normal  requirements  of  the  Boone  County  Zoning 
Regulations.  When specific development standards or requirements are not outlined in this 
document, the normal requirements of the Boone County Zoning Regulations shall apply. 
Specific, individual requirements in this document may be modified by the Zoning 
Administrator provided the proposal will create an equivalent or superior solution to the 
requirement in question, and the proposal does not diminish the design character which would 
otherwise be created by the normal requirement. 
 
 

GENERAL GUIDELINES 
Certain general guidelines apply in all rehabilitation projects.   Keeping these guidelines in mind 
when approaching a project will help with making appropriate choices.  While the majority of 
the exterior work performed on the buildings in the FMS District is likely to be general 
maintenance and repair, even routine maintenance requires consideration to ensure that 
original materials are not damaged in the process.  The guidelines in this document provide 
information to assist in meeting this goal. 
 

Rehabilitation and maintenance of historic buildings requires recognition that methods of 
construction, period materials and levels of craftsmanship vary.  Each feature of the building 
may require a different approach to maintenance and rehabilitation.   Masonry, siding, roofs, 
gutters, downspouts, doors, windows, porches, and paint all require attention to the manner in 
which they contribute to the historic character of the building.  The National Park Service’s  
Preservation Briefs, Interpreting the Standards Bulletins, and Preservation Tech Notes offer 
appropriate techniques for nearly every rehabilitation topic discussed below. 
 

 

 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/standards-bulletins.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/tech-notes.htm
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MASONRY 
Goal: Preserve the building’s original exterior appearance 

 See  Preservation Brief 1 about masonry cleaning, see Preservation Brief 10 for paint removal 
and Preservation Brief 2 for pointers about mortar. 

PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 
 Maintain, preserve and repair rather than 

replace historic masonry 

 Gentle cleaning only when necessary, 

preferably with low pressure water 

 Repainting previously painted masonry 

when needed 

 Use of mortar compatible with the original 

in color, texture and chemical composition 

 Sandblasting or harsh chemical cleaning 

 Using sealants or painting previously 

unpainted masonry 

 Covering original masonry with any type of 

siding or stucco 

 Replacing missing brick with another material 

 Mortar type, color, width and profile differing 

from the original 

 Use of hard mortars such as Portland cement 

 

 
Spalling stone water table from 
1960s sandblasting of the1889 
Boone County Courthouse 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brick spalling from sandblasting and tuck 
pointing with Portland cement-based mortar on 
the 1889 Boone County Courthouse  

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/1-cleaning-water-repellent.htm#cleaning
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/10-paint-problems.htm#removal
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm
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SIDING 
Goal: Preserve the building’s original exterior appearance 

 See Preservation Brief 8 about siding on historic buildings. 

 
PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 

 Maintain, preserve and repair rather than 

replace historic siding 

 Replacement siding matches the original in 

board width, profile, and texture 

 Cementitious board may be approved when 

replacing wall areas previously covered with 

synthetic siding 

 Preserve architectural details such as 

cornices, lintels, corner boards and porch 

posts 

 Replacing repairable wood siding 

 Synthetic siding including vinyl, aluminum, 

composite shingle, formstone, brick veneer, 

synthetic stucco, EIFS 

 Altering board width, profile and texture 

 Re-finishing painted woodwork for a “natural” 

look 

 Covering or altering historic details 

 
Cornice brackets & some other details of this 
Main Street building have been covered by siding. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

The first floor of this prominent building at Shelby 
& Main was once covered in aluminum siding, 
which later removed to reveal the original brick 
wall and secondary storefront.  

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs.htm
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ROOFS AND GUTTERS 
Goal: Maintain texture and original appearance of the roof 

 See Preservation Brief 4 for roofing, gutters, and downspouts. 
PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 

 Preserve and maintain original roof shape 

and materials  

 Replacement roof coverings that match the 

original (standing seam metal, slate, etc.)  

 Inconspicuous locations for roof-mounted 

equipment 

 Retain and rebuild box gutters 

 Paint gutters and downspouts to match 

building trim, unless copper is used 

 Altering roof pitch or raising roof height 

 New roofing materials that obscure details 

such as chimneys, dormers, or brackets 

 New dormers or skylights visible from the 

public ROW  

 Replacing box gutters with the possible 

exception of half-round gutters on side and 

rear facades in extreme cases 

 

 
Defining elements of this late 
19th Century Main street 
home include the standing 
seam metal roof & “Victorian” 
porch.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The steep pitch and tile covering 
are key stylistic elements of the 
Tudor Revival National Register-
listed Gladys Rouse House on 
Main Street.  

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/4-roofing.htm
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WINDOWS, DOORS AND SHUTTERS 
Goal: Maintain historic windows, their design and placement 

 See Preservation Brief 9 for wooden windows, Preservation Brief 13 for metal windows, and 
ITS 23 for replacement windows.  See Preservation Brief 11 and ITS 4 for doors.  

PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 
 Maintain and preserve rather than replace 

historic doors, windows and shutters 

 Replacements (when needed) match 

originals in size, design and materials 

 Storm windows of anodized aluminum or 

baked enamel with finish to match window 

frames 

 Storm doors with large expanses of glass 

and made of wood or dark anodized metal; 

wooden screen doors are acceptable 

 Replacing repairable historic doors & windows 

 Using tinted or solarized glass 

 Changing window glazing pattern or size 

 Infilling window or door openings or changing 

the size of openings 

 Obscuring historic windows with storm 

windows 

 

When an undercroft was added to the 
First Baptist Church on Girard St., the 
twin front entrances were covered and 
entrance reoriented to the rear.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The original arched openings of 
this  brick building have been 
infilled with brick and concrete 
block to accept smaller windows 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/9-wooden-windows.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/13-steel-windows.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS23-ReplaceWindows.pdf
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/11-storefronts.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS04-Doors-Replacement.pdf
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PORCHES AND AWNINGS 
Goal: Maintain the form, design and materials of historic porches and awnings 

 See Preservation Brief 45 and ITS 39 for porches and Preservation Brief 44 and ITS 27 for 
awnings. 

PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 
 Maintain and preserve original porch design 

and materials, including railings, supports, 

and roof form 

 Replacement elements match originals 

 Reconstruction based on historic photos and 

of appropriate materials 

 New porches and decks may be appropriate 

when not visible from the public ROW  

 Fabric or canvas awnings or canopies may 

be appropriate but should not obscure 

architectural details 

 Removing historic porches or elements 

 Adding, removing or replacing historic porch 

features 

 Enclosing a porch to create interior space 

 Reroofing a porch with a different material 

 Repairs with non-matching new materials 

including vinyl, aluminum, and dimensional 

lumber 

 Internally lit awnings or canopies 

 Metal awnings, with the exception of some 

mid-20th Century buildings 

 
The cantilevered metal awning on the 
Hennessey Building at 240 Main St. is 
appropriate for a 1960 commercial 
building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dimensional lumber side 
stairwell and front porch with 
canvas awning look out of place on 
this late 19th Century frame house. 
  

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/45-wooden-porches.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS09-Porch-Alterations.pdf
https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/44-awnings.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS27-Storefronts-AddingAwnings.pdf
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PAINT 
Goal: Use of paint colors and schemes appropriate to the building’s age and style 

 See Preservation Brief 10 and ITS 7 about paint on historic woodwork 

PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 
 Painting previously unpainted masonry or 

wood 

 Gentle cleaning of existing paint in good 

condition rather than repainting 

 Surface prep by the least destructive 

methods (scraping & sanding) when possible 

 

 Intense bright colors such as fluorescents on 

walls or trim; dark colors (e.g., black) on walls 

 Artistic murals not approved by the city 

 Potentially destructive paint removal by  

sandblasting, blow torch, etc. 

 

This exceptional Craftsman bungalow 
has National Register potential, but 
would benefit from having the paint 
carefully removed from areas of the 
brick which have been painted. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The original wood porch was 
removed from the Florence 
Hotel before it attained 
National Register status, but the 
painted façade is cited in the 
nomination and should remain 
painted.  

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/10-paint-problems.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS07-UnpaintedWoodwork.pdf
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DRIVEWAYS AND PARKING AREAS 
Goal: Driveways and parking areas serve their intended purpose while being as unobtrusive as 

possible 

 See ITS Bulletin 39 about site changes.  

PREFERRED STRATEGY INAPPROPRIATE OR PROHIBITED 
 Parking does not obscure primary facades of 

historic buildings 

 Parking is screened per Article 31 

 Parking areas maintain the setback of their 

respective block 

 New parking areas and garages located 

behind the building with driveways to the 

rear where possible 

 Circular driveways or small frontage parking 

pads 

 Removing historic buildings to provide parking 

 Parking located in front of the primary façade 

or on the ground floor in the front 

 

 
 

ACCESS MODIFICATIONS (RAMPS AND FIRE ESCAPES) 

The design of additional means of access to meet safety or ADA requirements must be 
compatible with the historic building being accessed.  Work must not obscure, change, or 
destroy character-defining features.  See ITS Bulletin 53: Designing New Additions to Improve 
Accessibility. 

1. Ramps shall be sited alongside facades with entrances on the front whenever possible 

2. Fire escapes shall be located on side or rear facades 

3. Ramps visible from the public Right-of-Way should be of concrete or masonry materials 

with metal or wood handrails 

4. Railing elements of ramps and fire escapes should not be utilitarian or overly ornate but 

stylistically appropriate to the building they serve 

5. Ramps and fire escapes should be installed without damaging or removing historic 

building materials and be reversible 

6. In some cases, interior modifications such as elevators may be more feasible than 
exterior access modifications 

 

LIGHTING 
Lighting fixtures on buildings shall not detract from the building or general character of the 
street.  While lighting should be sufficient for safety needs, is should be carefully planned and 
adhere to the following: 

1. When present, existing historic light fixtures should be preserved 

2. New light fixtures should be contemporary in design and/or based on existing historic 

examples within the district 

3. Designs should be compatible with the building’s age and style 

4. Fixtures should be made of brass, copper, iron or painted metal 

 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS39-HistoricSite-Changes.pdf
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS53-Additions-Accessibility.pdf
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS53-Additions-Accessibility.pdf
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5. Imitation historic lighting such as “Williamsburg” style carriage lights are not permitted 

6. When necessary, security and foot lighting should be unobtrusive and installed on 

secondary facades 

 

MINOR ADDITIONS 
Minor Work: 

 Cosmetic alterations to the front or side of a building 

 Rear additions that increase the original structure’s square footage by less than 50% 
  
Major Work (see Figure 3): 

 New construction 

 Any addition to front or side façade 

 Rear additions that increase the original structure’s square footage by more than 50% 
 
See Preservation Brief 14 and ITS Bulletin 3 pertaining to new exterior additions to historic 
buildings. 
 

 

Figure 3. Conceptual Rendering of a Major Addition  

https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/14-exterior-additions.htm
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/applying-rehabilitation/its-bulletins/ITS03-Additions-MidSizeBuildings.pdf
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7. NEW CONSTRUCTION AND MAJOR ADDITIONS 
 
Preservation of the character and defining features of the FMS does not prohibit new 
construction, either as infill development or replacement.  However, the design of new 
construction should consider the existing visual characteristics of the block and adjacent 
buildings.  Key factors include building shape, age, setback, architectural style, height, width, 
materials, detailing, roof form, spacing of window and door openings, and floor-to-ceiling 
heights.  
 

NEW CONSTRUCTION (see Figures 4 and 5): 

1. Follow the Building Typology in this document unless incompatible with existing 

structures on the block or functionally incompatible with the site 

2. Be contemporary in design but compatible with existing buildings on the block 

3. Not mimic historic styles or create a false sense of history 

4. Conform to the materials requirements specified in Section 7: Design Requirements 

5. Be no more than 30% taller than adjacent buildings 

6. Screen HVAC and other mechanical equipment 

 
The design of major additions to historic buildings should consider the above block-level factors 
but focus more closely on the building to be modified. 
 

 
Figure 4. Conceptual Rendering of Small Infill Construction 
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Figure 5. Conceptual Rendering of Large Infill Construction 

 

MAJOR ADDITIONS (see Figure 3) shall: 

1. Follow the Building Typology in this document unless incompatible with existing 

structures on the block or functionally incompatible with the site 

2. Be contemporary in design and compatible with the building, while being clearly 

differentiated from it 

3. Not damage or remove existing historic materials and be designed to avoid 

compromising the building form/materials if removed in the future 

4. Conform to the materials requirements specified in Section 7: Design Guidelines 

5. Avoid the front façade or readily visible side façade of a building 

6. Additions visible from the public right-of-way shall be treated in a more formal 

architectural manner, be complementary to yet differentiated from the main 

building through, for example, color or texture 

7. Follow existing roof lines, materials, style and massing of the building 

8. Not re-orient the building’s primary entrance from the front to the side or rear 
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8. DEMOLITION 

Demolition of significant structures in the Florence Main Street District is discouraged.  All 
alternatives should be explored before demolition is considered.  Proposed demolition of a 
building in the FMS District will require a Certificate of Appropriateness issued by the Florence 
Zoning Administrator as well as a Demolition Permit from the Boone County Building Inspector.  
No permit or COA will be issued until the process described in the Zoning Regulations has been 
completed.   
 
Generally speaking, demolition of a building will be allowed only when one or more of the 
following factors applies: 

1. Demolition has been ordered by a public official for public health and safety reasons. 
 

2. The owner can demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator that the 
building cannot be reused, or that its full or partial use will not bring a reasonable 
economic return. 
 

3. The demolition request pertains to an accessory structure of a different period, 
inappropriate addition or other structure that the Zoning Administrator deems non-
contributing to the district’s historic significance.  Demolition will be allowed if it can be 
shown that this action will not have a negative or adverse impact on the integrity of the 
FMS District. 
 

4. The demolition is consistent with plans or policies adopted by the City of Florence. 
 


